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Writing 
Professional 
Development 
at Your Site!

Contact LHQ 

to schedule 

an inservice!
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Build powerful sentences 
into every level of writing!

Bring all stages 
of the writing 

process to life in 
your classrooms!

Create effective daily writing routines!

Informative/ 

Explanatory

Writing
Argument 

(Opinion)

Writing

Narrative

WritingHelp your students conquer the 

Common Core writing text types!
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Learning Headquarters facilitates school- and district-wide systematic change to 
increase student achievement through the lens of Common Core writing. Dynamic 

trainings, in-class demonstrations, and research-based materials empower educators 
to ensure all students successfully master grade-level-specifi c, writing standards. 

Educators gain powerful strategies for delivering high-quality demonstrations, providing 
focused feedback, and supporting all students, including special education and English 

learners, to write successfully on their own. These techniques build across grade levels, 
creating a common vision and language for successful writing in all classrooms.

Meet and exceed grade-level standards with 
strategies and tools that systematically build K-6!

Kindergarten
(Beginning of Year)

Kindergarten
(Trimester III)

First Grade
(Trimester I)

First Grade
(Trimester III)

Third Grade
(Trimester I)

Fourth Grade
(Trimester I)

Fifth Grade
(Trimester I)

Sixth Grade
(Trimester I)

Second Grade
(Trimester I)
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K-6
  This dynamic, six-hour inservice is designed 
  to enhance writing instruction at your site. 
   You will learn to:
 Expand background knowledge to focus on a common vision, 

increase writing expectations and improve writing instruction 
in every classroom

 Promote a common language centered around research-based 
tools, techniques, and strategies

 Focus on Common Core writing within the big picture of an 
effective schoolwide system

 Implement a writing framework to ensure a cohesive system 
which differentiates instruction, meeting all students‛ needs

 Set the stage for outstanding, daily writing for both 
extended and shorter time frames

 Promote text-dependent writing instruction across content 
areas

 Analyze Common Core standards across grade levels to 
clarify and shape each grade‛s ownership of argument 
(opinion), informative/explanatory, and narrative text types

 Build writing rigor to establish standards-based, grade-level-
appropriate writing expectations 

 Defi ne the scope and sequence for teacher demonstrations 
to help students reach and exceed rigorous writing 
expectations

 Examine grade-level writing text types through an effective 
sequence for instruction

 Create rigorous teaching tasks integrating current classroom 
concepts and texts 

 Ensure integration of conventions, language, and vocabulary 
into daily authentic writing

 Develop powerful sentences to add completeness, variety, 
and complexity to student compositions

 Assess grade-level text types, utilizing a monitoring system, 
to track progress and solidify that student data drives 
instruction

6-hour Inservice
1-15 Participants = $3000 + expenses
16-30 Participants = $3250 + expenses
31-45 Participants = $3500 + expenses
46-60 Participants = $3750 + expenses
(Expenses include trainers‛ travel, lodging, and meals)
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Purchase a                    
grade-level-specifi c 

Common Core 
writing inservice kit

per teacher

Learning Headquarters’                                             
K-6 Common Core Writing Inservice

$60 per Kindergarten Teacher          
$60 per First Grade Teacher                
$40 per Second Grade Teacher
$40 per Third Grade Teacher
$40 per Fourth Grade Teacher
$40 per Fifth Grade Teacher
$40 per Sixth Grade Teacher


